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Abstract
Biological neural networks are able to control limbs in different scenarios, with high precision and robustness.
As neural networks in living beings communicate through spikes, modern neuromorphic systems try to mimic them
making use of spike-based neuron models. Liquid State Machines (LSM), a special type of Reservoir Computing
system made of spiking units, when it was first introduced, had plasticity on an external layer and also through Short-
Term Plasticity (STP) within the reservoir itself. However, most neuromorphic hardware currently available does not
implement both Short-Term Depression and Facilitation and some of them don’t support STP at all. In this work, we
test the impact of STP in an experimental way using a 2 degrees of freedom simulated robotic arm controlled by an
LSM. Four trajectories are learned and their reproduction analysed with Dynamic Time Warping accumulated cost
as the benchmark. The results from two different set-ups showed the use of STP in the reservoir was useful for one
out of three tested trajectories, though not computationally cost-effective for this particular robotic task.
Index Terms
Liquid State Machine, Reservoir Computing, Short-Term Plasticity, Robotics.
I. INTRODUCTION
The human brain could be seen as a complex, non-linear and parallel cognitive machine. Also according to
Taylor [1], an autonomous agent needs to have at least some basic components as attention, memory, motor control
and emotions. All these emerge from the dense networks formed by the brain’s neurons. Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs) are implementations (software or hardware based) inspired by the discoveries made throughout the last
hundred years about the brain.
In the work of Maass [2], ANNs are classified into three different generations: first, second and third. The
first generation is composed of binary gates widely known as perceptrons or McCulloch-Pitts neurons. They are
considered universal for digital computations and every boolean function can be implemented using the proper
network structure. More complex neuron models using continuous activation functions define the second generation.
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training method as gradient descent demands a continuously differentiable function (see [3] for a historical overview).
As real neurons send and receive information using pulses (spikes), the second generation of artificial neural
networks uses the biological interpretation of continuous activation as a firing rate (number of spikes produced in
a given time window). This type of code could become problematic when fast computations are considered, since
firing rates are mean values and, in a very short time window, a meaningful rate cannot be defined [4].
The third generation of neural networks employs spiking neurons (e.g. integrate and fire neurons) as its basic
unit. It is also known as artificial Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs). Maass [2] states the third generation is
computationally more powerful than the first two generations (when the necessary number of neurons required for
a certain task is considered) and on top of that, the spiking neuron has, in the worst scenario, the same computational
power. Also, according to Adams et al. [5], there is evidence from neurobiology suggesting spikes are important
for cognitive and behavioural tasks.
Naturally occurring SNNs make use of internal plasticity in the connections between neurons to learn or adapt.
However, as an artificial implementation scales up and multiple recurrent connections are used to increase the power
at processing time series, this distributed plasticity brings a high computational cost. A solution for this problem is
the use of a spiking neuron based reservoir computing system where the long-term plasticity can be isolated to an
external layer called readout. Such a system is known as a Liquid State Machine (LSM). Besides the possibility
of having plasticity only on the readout, when introduced [6] LSMs were actually designed with the internal use
of an implementation of Short-Term Plasticity (STP). STP is the dynamical change in the synaptic efficacy over
time. It can also be compared to dynamical memory buffers [7]. According to Rotman et al. [8] STP increases
the transmission of information in the frequency range of the naturally occurring spikes. According to Maass et
al. [9], the LSM parameters applied to the neuron model, connection probability and STP were biologically plausible
coming from real measurements of microcircuits in rat somatosensory cortex.
Going back to Taylor’s work [1], there is a necessity of developing hardware to provide a physical realisation
of the neuron processing in the brain. In the later years, neuromorphic hardware implementations are becoming
an important tool to simulate complex SNNs. The best known systems are totally digital (SpiNNaker [10] and
TrueNorth [11]) or a mixed analog and digital implementation (Neurogrid [12], Spikey [13] and ROLLS [14]). All
those neuromorphic systems can implement plasticity to a certain level. Still, only ROLLS seems to implement
simultaneously Short-Term Depression and Facilitation. Whilst SpiNNaker, TrueNorth and Neurogrid can carry
out some long-term plasticity in the form of Spike-Timing Dependent Plasticity (STDP), currently, they are not
equipped with STP implementations. Spikey is capable of implementing Short-Term Depression or Facilitation, but
not both for the same synapse.
The next sections present results from a biomimetic robot arm controller based on a spiking neural reservoir
computing system, the Liquid State Machine, as a benchmark task for testing the effectiveness of Short-Term
Plasticity. A simulated two degrees of freedom robotic arm plays the role of a physical body providing the
proprioceptive feedback and embodiment to our artificial spiking neural network.
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In order to verify the effectiveness of STP inside an SNN based reservoir, a robotic task comprised of learning
to reproduce four distinct trajectories was defined (Fig. 4) and a biomimetic robot arm controller was implemented
using an LSM with extra proprioceptive feedback connections from the readout to the inputs. The experiments were
executed controlling a 2 degrees of freedom simulated robot arm (Fig. 1). Two different set-ups were used where
each experiment set had a total of 50 trials for each trajectory. The generated trajectories were analysed with the
Dynamic Time Warping and the results statistically verified using the Welch’s t-test.
The idea of an LSM based arm controller, like the one implemented here, was first introduced by Joshi and
Maass [15] and it was used as the base for this implementation. However, the system presented by the authors [15]
doesn’t have source code available, making our system the only one open source and readily accessible to any
researcher (See Sect. IV for links).
Figure 1. Illustrative representation of the arm controller. X,Y are the coordinates of the final position, ⌧1 and ⌧2 the commanded torques and
✓1 and ✓2 the current joint angles (proprioceptive feedback).
A. Liquid State Machine Simulation
The Liquid State Machine (LSM), first proposed by Maass et al. [6], is a neural computation framework where
one or more input signals are injected in a non-linear dynamical system (a group of artificial neurons modelling a
column in the cortex) and the disturbances generated are collected and interpreted in the output (readout). Also, the
authors [6] have demonstrated the universal computational power of this model when some idealized conditions,
separation and approximation properties, are met. A simple diagram representing an LSM can be seen at the center
of Fig. 1. This framework contrasts with the Turing machine paradigm because the states generated are not sequential
or even stable. However, the LSM has in its perturbed states all the information representing the current and past
inputs (in theory the fading memory never totally vanishes, but in practical terms the past inputs last a finite time)
which makes it an interesting tool to process time-series data as can be seen in the literature [16]–[18]. All the
computations being accomplished by the system are easily accessed using a linear classifier on the readout neurons
such as a least-squares linear regression or even a perceptron. Schu¨rmann et al. [19] justify the use of such simple
classifiers stating that the high-dimensional space created by the liquid increases the probability of having a linearly
separable classification problem at the end.
An LSM usually is composed of Leaky Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) neurons [20] (see Section II-A1) connected in a
recurrent pattern as suggested in the literature [6] forming what is known as Small-World Network (SWN). Basset
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empirical and theoretical motivations. Compared to models where an All-to-All connection methodology is used,
SWN can make use of far less wiring yet able to generate high dynamical interactions through many indirect
feedback loops when a properly chosen probability connection is used. According to Watts and Strogatz [22] SWN
combines high clustering ability with a short path length.
In addition to the biologically plausible neuron model and network parameters this approach implements noise
levels that account for what is found in vivo recordings [23]. It is known, as well, that stochastic processes are
very important for brain functioning [24] and several noise sources are actuating inside the brain [25]. Moreover,
in the work of Dockendorf et al. [26] was proved that some principles of LSM could be found within in vitro
neural networks of cortical neurons making clear it’s not only computationally useful, but could help to explain
how biological neural systems work too.
The LSM, as originally defined [6], was considered to have the main limitation related to the extension of its
fading memory and only computations requiring integration in a time range of about 300ms (this value actually
changes according to the parameters used) were possible. In summary, the LSM was not able to be applied to tasks
with long duration. However, it was proved [27] that if a feedback loop is used, the LSM becomes capable of
emulating arbitrary Turing machines. The same authors also extended this idea stating that ”any dynamical system”
can be simulated with appropriate feedback. In addition, they declared such systems can still perform in the presence
of realistic noise levels, but they have the computational power reduced.
In a feedback system like the one presented here, according to Hauser et al. [28], the use of noise is crucial during
the learning phase to make the system robust to small variations in the feedback values during the testing phase.
Therefore, a discrete noise source was used directly in the inputs (depending on the experiment set, some inputs
don’t receive noise). A value drawn from a uniform distribution (Numpy method randint) going from min =  1 to
max = 1 was used. That way, it is possible to have a better control over the input spikes during the training phase
and the signal-to-noise ratio is automatically made proportional to the signal range. Also, because the feedback
during the testing phase is made of spikes instead of analogue values, this discrete noise mimics the real testing
situation.
The liquid was created using 600 LIF neurons (forming a 3D structure of size 20 ⇥ 5 ⇥ 6, see Fig. 2) where
80% were excitatory and 20% inhibitory. Its internal connections were generated with a probability according to the
distance between neurons (D(a, b)) and their types (excitatory - E or inhibitory - I) generated by Equation 1 [6],
where the   value was kept constant and equal to 1.2. The constant C had its value changed according to the type
of neuron: 0.3 (EE), 0.2 (EI), 0.4 (IE) and 0.1 (II).
Pconn = Ce
 D(a,b)2
 2 (1)
In the work of Joshi and Maass [15], the system had an input layer made of LIF neurons, whilst here this layer
is abstracted and the values are injected directly into the liquid, following a Gaussian distribution of weights, that
works like a receptive field. The input layer was implemented as 300 virtual neurons subdivided into 6 groups. As
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inside the liquid) processing the spikes before they are sent to the readout. The final structure of the liquid used
through all the experiments can be seen in the Fig. 2. Since the liquid has a small-world connection pattern, it is
important to highlight the formation of short and long range connections and the way they are distributed.
Figure 2. Visualization of the liquid’s shape (showing only the connections between two different neurons) used for all experiments. Red
squares indicate the excitatory neurons whilst blue diamonds the inhibitory ones. Continuous red lines are excitatory connections and dashed
blue ones inhibitory. Self-connections are not displayed. The parameters used to generate the liquid’s structure can be seen in Table II.
The virtual input layer is composed of 300 neurons, but, as they resemble a simplified version of a population
code with 6 variables, only 50 unique neurons are available to represent each variable. A lookup table was created
for each variable. Hence to simplify the conversion, an offset was added to the final tables to adjust them to the
respective neuron group. Each group was associated to one of the input variables as following: 1) X-Coordinate of
the end position: linear distributed values between  1 and 1 and no offset. 2) Y-Coordinate of the end position:
linear distributed values between  1 and 1 with an offset of 50. 3) Joint 1 - proprioceptive angle: linear distributed
values between  ⇡6 and ⇡ with an offset of 100. 4) Joint 2 - proprioceptive angle: linear distributed values between
0 and ⇡ with an offset of 150. 5) Joint 1 - proprioceptive torque: linear distributed values between the maximum
(9.93Nm) and minimum ( 11.93Nm) ones that occurred during the training phase with an offset of 200. 6) Joint
2 - proprioceptive torque: linear distributed values between the maximum (3.35Nm) and minimum ( 2.30Nm)
ones that occurred during the training phase with an offset of 250.
The conversion of the analogue values to the discrete ones associated with each input neuron was made using
the nearest available in the respective range.
Connections between the virtual input layer and the liquid were created using a Gaussian distribution. This curve
modulates the values of the weights between pre-synaptic and post-synaptic neurons (only excitatory ones) with a
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axis has the liquid’s neuron index receiving the input spikes.
certain standard deviation (the default value is 3 positions). Therefore, each input connection is spread creating a
certain redundancy. Also, in order to increase the separability, each input variable is connected to a unique slice of
the liquid.
An example of the resultant weights generated to follow a Gaussian distribution for the second variable (Y-
Coordinate of the end position) used in the experiments can be seen in the Fig. 3.
1) Leaky Integrate and Fire: Several spiking neuron models have been proposed in the literature. A comparative
study in relation to biological plausibility and computational efficiency was already presented by Izhikevich [29].
As the aim of the current work is to use neuromorphic hardware in the future, the system developed only makes
use of the more common Leaky Integrate and Fire neurons (LIF). An LIF neuron was nicely defined by Lewis and
Klein [30] as ”a capacitor with a decision-making capability”.
A variant of the basic LIF model, one with exponential synaptic dynamics, is used in this work. The basic LIF
model behaves as a capacitor-resistor circuit with an added circuitry in order to generate the spike (action potential)
and also keep it discharged during the refractory period [20]. It can be represented by the set of differential equations
(Equations 2, 3 and 4) where cm is the membrane capacitance (in F ), ⌧m the membrane time constant (in s),
⌧syne and ⌧syni decay time of the excitatory and inhibitory synaptic current respectively (in s), vrest the membrane
resting potential (in V ), ioffset a fixed noisy current and inoise a variable noisy current (in A). The difference
between ioffset and inoise is that the first facilitates the creation of a diverse set of neurons (one could think of it
as a vector basis) making each neuron react to different inputs and the last is a noise source that could be seen as
thermal noise in an electrical circuit. All default values for the variables presented here are available in the Table II.
dv
dt
=
ie(t) + ii(t) + ioffset + inoise
cm
+
vrest   v
⌧m
(2)
die
dt
=   ie
⌧syne
(3)
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dt
=   ii
⌧syni
(4)
2) Least squares linear regression: When the LSM framework is employed, usually a linear regression is
implemented to train the readout weights connecting the liquid to the output. The generalised linear model (Ordinary
Least Square - OLS) from Scikit-learn [31] Python’s package was used here. This method solves the following
problem:
min
w
kXw   yk22 (5)
In this work the matrixX was composed by the membrane low-pass filtered values of the liquid spikes (⌧m = 30ms),
y the variable values to be learned and w the readout weights. In order to improve the results, Gaussian White Noise
(GWN) with µ = 0 and   = 0.1 was added to the X matrix and   = 0.01 to the y. As claimed by Bishop [32],
the addition of noise can improve the generalisation and could also be seen as analogous to Tikhonov or Ridge
Regression.
B. Short-Term Plasticity
In this work, the STP implementation was based on the example from the Brian Simulator documentation (version
1.4) [33], [34]. The Brian’s Synapses method was used with the parameters from Listing 1 in order to simulate the
synaptic dynamics described by Markram et al. [33]. In addition to the implementation described here, the Brian
Simulator can also implement the Short-term plasticity using its STP class.
Listing 1. Brian’s Synapse STP definition
model= ’ ’ ’ x : 1
u : 1
w : 1
t a u f : 1
taud : 1
U : 1 ’ ’ ’
p r e= ’ ’ ’ u=U+(u U)⇤ exp ( ( t l a s t u p d a t e ) / t a u f )
x=1+(x 1)⇤ exp ( ( t l a s t u p d a t e ) / t aud )
i+=w⇤u⇤x
x⇤=(1 u )
u+=U⇤(1 u ) ’ ’ ’
The parameters for the synaptic dynamics are from Maass et al. [6], but with scaling parameter (A) from Joshi
and Maass [15]. During the creation of the liquid, all parameters are drawn from a Gaussian distribution whose
mean values (µ) are reproduced in Table I and the standard deviation is 50% of |µ|. According to the type of
connection (EE, EI, IE and II, where E and I stand for excitatory and inhibitory neuron, respectively) a different
value was used. The relation between the parameters from the mentioned papers and the ones from Listing 1 is the
following: A) w, U ) U , D ) taud and F ) tauf .
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STP PARAMETERS
Parameter
Value
Unit
EE EI IE II
Scaling (A) 70.0 150.0 -47.0 -47.0 nA
⌧ depression (D) 1.1 0.125 0.7 0.144 ms
⌧ facilitation (F ) 0.05 1.2 0.02 0.06 ms
Use (U ) 0.5 0.05 0.25 0.32 -
C. Arm physics simulation
A simulated two-joints planar robot arm (Fig. 1, on the right) was implemented, ignoring friction and gravity.
The simulation parameters for the arm have link lengths (l1, l2 = 0.5m), centre of mass (located in the middle of
each link - lc1, lc2 = 0.25m), moment of inertia (I1, I2 = 0.03kg.m2) and mass of m1,m2 = 1.0kg. The position
of the first joint - what in a humanoid robot would be the equivalent to the shoulder - is located on the Cartesian
position (0, 0) in order to simplify the simulations. The generated trajectories (Fig. 4) had a total duration of 500ms
for all experiments always using a time step of 2ms. Consequently, each trial produced 250 individual values for
each variable.
The forward and the inverse kinematics were calculated with a mix of analytical and numerical methods to
guarantee always smooth transitions of the joint angles, as it is well known that the inversion of trigonometric
functions in most systems produces always answers only in a specific quadrant. Movements were generated (the
calculation of the state variables) solving the resultant differential equations of the Lagrangian method [35] in a
numerical way using odeint from the Python’s package SciPy [36]. This method generates the next value based on
the time step ( t) and using the current state variables (position and velocity). From the velocities, the accelerations
are calculated and finally the necessary torques to generate the movement. So the system always needs to know
the current state and the precision is based on the size of the time step.
D. Generation of the trajectories
A robot arm can only reach positions inside its workspace. The joint ranges were roughly inspired by the ranges
from a commercial humanoid robot (Baxter Robot, from Rethink Robotics Inc.). A human arm also has limited
joint ranges (try to scratch your back and you will notice them) and this gives support to the design choices made
here. In total four trajectories were created (Fig. 4).
The joint angle discretisation was generated creating a linear distribution of values that goes from the lower to
the upper joint limit. The result was an array of 50 positions where each position was mapped to a possible floating
point value following the input configuration based on a simplified population code (See Section II-A). Array
indices behaved as the input neuron index. To find the index yielding the nearest input value, the absolute value
of the difference between the input and all the possibles ones available in the array was calculated and the index
found by the Numpy method argmin. After the visualization of resultant discrete (limited according to the robot’s
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9Figure 4. Trajectories used during the experiments. Trajectories 1, 2, 3 and 4 (start-end): (0.75, 0.25)-(0.00, 0.50), (0.25, 0.65)-( 0.25, 0.60),
( 0.10, 0.75)-( 0.10, 0.25) and ( 0.75, 0.50)-( 0.40, 0.00). Discretised versions limited by the arm’s workspace are shown with blue
triangles.
workspace) and continuous trajectories (Fig. 4), it started to become clear that the generation of the state variables
would not work using these discrete trajectories because sharp transitions would generate huge acceleration values.
Trajectory generation starts with endpoint velocity Gaussian shaped curves (calculated as presented by Flash and
Hogan [37]) that must be converted to the continuous joint angle space. Using simple derivatives it is possible to
calculate the joint velocities and accelerations (not shown here) necessary to generate the torques for the continuous
and discrete based trajectories. The calculated torques using the discrete trajectories yielded infeasible values because
of abrupt changes in directions. Therefore, the torques generated from the continuous trajectories were used instead
because an LSM has a membrane low-pass filter just before the readout layer and that filter acts transforming
discrete states into continuous ones. The discretisation is still used when the values are feedback to the LSM though.
As an adaptation to increase the input resolution, the torque values were discretised based on the minimum and
maximum values generated by the four trajectories during the training phase. Whilst this range selection improves
the resolution, it, as well, limits the possible trajectories to be generated and, therefore, the system’s generalisation.
E. Brian Simulator
All the SNN simulations used in this work were performed with the Brian simulator [38] version 1.4. Brian is a
general purpose system well known by the neuroscience community, freely available, open source and totally based
on Python running flawlessly in several different operating systems.
As Brian doesn’t have a module specialized for Liquid State Machines, in this work were developed all the tools
necessary to automatically generate objects, using the methods available in Brian, in order to simulate the neural
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network according to what was presented by Maass et al. [6].
1) Brian Step-by-Step extension: In a real-time robot control task, it is mandatory to have a system that can
deal with spike trains created as the time goes by. Although Brian is a great software when one needs to simulate
off-line systems, the version used here (1.4) cannot easily receive and output a continuous spike train that uses
values generated after the simulation had started. To solve this problem, an extension was created to the Brian
simulator making possible to simulate on-line systems sending and receiving spike trains.
The extension gives the possibility to inject a virtually infinitely long spike train without running out of memory
or slowing down the whole system. At every simulation step, input spikes were sent and output ones received
preserving the current simulation state. All the variables used in the simulation became encapsulated into the
extension reducing the possibility of bugs. Additionally, the extension properly reinitializes the simulator even
when it is used inside the IPython [39] environment and the start-up of the Brian Simulator is performed only once
as the extension is initialized, saving time.
F. Experimental set-up
Four sets of experiments (Sets A, B, C and D) were carried out here, all using the same four trajectories (Fig. 4)
following a Gaussian endpoint Cartesian velocity profile [37]. Twenty trials were executed to train the readout
weights for each trajectory in each set (20⇥ 4⇥ 4).
The simulation’s template for all groups was based on the liquid’s parameters seen in Table II. Random variables
for the generation of the liquid’s basic structure (excitatory and inhibitory neurons, connections and weights [6])
were seeded always using the same value (using a Numpy RandomState with seed value equal to 93200) in order
to keep the same liquid structure across the simulations. Membrane reset and initial voltages were drawn from a
uniform distribution according the limits in Table II. The only parts of the liquid that were not kept the same along
the simulations were the variable noisy currents (inoise), the initial membrane voltages and the noisy offset initial
currents (ioffset) (See Equation 2). The mentioned variables were seeded randomly (Numpy’s default) and drawn
from its respective distributions for all simulations. In the case of the noise source represented by the variable
inoise, a new value was drawn for each simulation’s time step.
All experiment sets consisted of two phases: training and testing. During the training phase, a forced teaching
approach was used and the data collected was exclusively employed to train the readout weights to generate the
trajectories. Because the robot arm model used here has two joints, the system was divided into two readouts - one
for each joint - trained individually to generate the next (future) value of the joint’s torque based on liquid’s current
state. Each readout was connected to all 600 liquid neurons through individual membrane low-pass filters and the
response from those filters then connected to the readout by 600 individual weights. Those weights were calculated
using the Equation 5 during the training phase. During the testing phase the readout weights don’t change.
One important point to highlight here is that all trials are always unique. This fact comes from noise injected into
the system at every simulation time step in addition to the initialization. The networks presented here are always
changing as initialization voltages and offset noises are changed also during the testing. Only the readout weights
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Table II
LIQUID DEFAULT PARAMETERS
Parameter Value Unit
Membrane time constant (⌧m) 30.0 ms
Membrane capacitance (Cm) 30.0 nF
Synapse time constant (exc. - ⌧syne ) 3.0 ms
Synapse time constant (inh. - ⌧syni ) 6.0 ms
Refractory period (exc.) 3.0 ms
Refractory period (inh.) 2.0 ms
Membrane Threshold 15.0 mV
Membrane Reset [13.8, 14.5] mV
Membrane Initial [13.5, 14.9] mV
ioffset [13.5, 14.5] nA
inoise (µ) 0.0 nA
inoise ( ) 1.0 nA
Transmission delay (exc.) 1.5 ms
Transmission delay (inh.) 0.8 ms
are kept fixed after training. This is a quite different situation when compared to the conventional way testing is
done with artificial neural networks when there’s no noise involved, besides the initial one for the training phase.
The training and testing phase experiments were chosen to verify the effects of STP on this specific robotic
application.
The noise levels were varied between sets A,B and C,D. According to Rotman et al. [8], STP contributes to
information transfer instead of a frequency independent broadband behaviour, therefore noise should be filtered out
when STP was active. Also, sets A,B were trained using input noise only at the torques what would make them
less robust to feedback errors during the testing phase. All experiments noise levels are specified in relation to the
default ones (See Table II). Two types of noisy offset current (see Equation 2) had their values varied, a normally
distributed inoise and an uniformly distributed ioffset. The inoise default values were µ = 0 and   = 1nA and
ioffset default ones were from 13.5nA to 14.5nA.
Training Phase: Twelve trials for each trajectory, varying the noise levels and use of STP were executed. The
default values for inoise and ioffset (see Table II) were varied between sets A,B and C,D. Also the input variables
receiving an additive noise were varied between sets A,B and C,D since the system receives feedback from the
torques and joint angles. In total, 320 simulations were carried out (20⇥4⇥4) only for the training of the readouts.
SET A: Using STP, default values and input noise only at the torques.
SET B: Without the use of STP, default values and input noise only at the torques.
SET C: Using STP, inoise and ioffset hundred times smaller and input noise at all the input variables.
SET D: Without the use of STP, inoise and ioffset hundred times smaller and input noise at all the input variables.
Testing Phase: The trained readouts were tested through a total of 50 new trials for each one of the four
trajectories, totalling 800 simulations (50⇥ 4⇥ 4). The results were used as the base to verify the impact of having
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STP enabled or not inside the liquid.
G. Analysis tools
1) Dynamic Time Warping: The Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) method [40] generates new pairs that apply a
correction (time warping) making it easier to compare two time series (Fig. 5). Using the DTW, the total distance
defined by the trajectory formed with the minimum values of the accumulated distance can be easily applied to
compare the quality between different trials. The final cost is calculated by summing all the distances (represented
by the red lines connecting the both trajectories in Fig. 5). With this metric, the smaller the cost the better the match.
The use of this same algorithm as a benchmark for a robotic task was already presented by Azambuja et al. [41].
For the DTW cost calculations in this work we used the algorithm available at github.com/ricardodeazambuja/DTW.
2) Welch’s t-test: The Welch’s t-test is a variant of the famous Student’s t-test. While the last always assumes
normally distributed values, equal variances (homoscedasticity) and balanced sample sizes, Welch’s was conceived
to yield good results when the variances of the two samples are unequal (heteroscedastic) [42]. It is used in this
work to verify if two experimental results have equal means (null hypothesis). The Python Scipy package method
ttest ind with the option equal var=False was used to calculate the Welch’s t-test. According to Chernick and
Friis [43], a t-test could still be used when the normality assumption is not satisfied. The justification comes from
the central limit theorem because the sample mean will be approximately normal distributed.
The LSMs used here have multiple sources of noise. All the sources are generated using Numpy and could be
seen as approximately independent ones. Consequently, according to the central limit theorem, in the limit case,
the resultant of the sum of multiple independent noise sources would be normally distributed.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results presented in this section come from the four sets of experiments (Section II-F) employed in the control
of the simulated robotic arm (Section II-C) aiming to reproduce all the trajectories (Section II-D) shown in Fig. 4.
The sets were generated to verify the effects of having STP enabled inside the reservoir. In total 800 simulations
were executed to have 50 trials for each trajectory.
The generated trajectories (average values of all 50 trials and its standard errors) are presented in Figs. 6 and 7.
Starting by a simple visual inspection, it is clear some trajectories were better executed than others. It is also possible
to verify all sets had more problems to reproduce the trajectories 1 and 4 (the inclined ones) when compared to
trajectories 2 and 3 (vertical and horizontal straight lines). Fig. 6, the noisier experiments, shows results that are
visually very similar (with or without STP), but for the trajectory 2 (triangles). When Fig. 7 is analysed, again the
use or not of STP is hard to distinguish, but now the set without STP (Set D) has a better performance for the
trajectory 2 (triangles).
The system presented in this paper controls the robot arm generating the torque values necessary to reproduce the
trajectories previously learned. It generates the next values by processing the robot arm’s proprioceptive feedback.
STP is said to increase the information transmitted [8]. Therefore we would expect the controllers using STP
would be more robust to an increase of the noise levels. For this reason, Sets A and B received noise currents one
hundred times bigger than sets C and D.
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Figure 5. Example of how the DTW compares one subsampled trajectory generated by the LSM (green triangles) against the original one (blue
circles).
Looking at the amount of spikes generated during all the trials (Figs 8 and 9), the oscillations inside the liquid
have almost the same period when comparing the effects of STP. Still for the noisy sets (A and B) only during
the first 25 steps the reservoir using STP generated fewer spikes, while for the sets C and D the number of spikes
was always smaller with STP. This could suggest STP was filtering out useful spikes instead of noise in view of
the fact in Fig. 8, which has the output from the noisier sets (A and B), there’s almost no difference between the
number of spikes with or without STP.
In the Fig. 10 it is shown raster plots for all sets during one trial while reproducing the trajectory 1. The sets
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Figure 6. Resultant trajectories for all fifty trials - average values for Sets A and B. Standard error is represented by the shaded areas.
using STP (A and C) take longer to fill the vertical axis with spikes when compared to the ones without STP (B
and C). This confirms the averaged values from Figs. 8 and 9.
Besides being visually appealing, the averaged trajectories (Figs. 6 and 7) could misrepresent the results since
they have problems to deal with time distortions [41]. Using DTW, it is possible to correct, up to a certain extension,
those problems resultant from the simple averaging of the trial results. Therefore, concerning the performance of
STP, the DTW costs (see Section II-G1) were calculated for each individual trajectory (Fig.11). The statistical
verification of the results was made using Welch’s t-test (see Section II-G2).
The results from the Welch’s t-test (See Fig. 11) shown the sets using STP (A and C) performed better only
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Figure 7. Resultant trajectories for all fifty trials - average values for Sets C and D. Standard error is represented by the shaded areas.
during the trajectory 2 (triangles). For the trajectory 3, the results were not distinguishable by the statistical tests
since p-values were bigger than 0.05. The trajectory 4 had, again, no differences for the noisy sets (A and B).
However, the set D performed better than C here too. Finally, results for trajectory 1 were always better when no
STP was employed.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In an SNN simulation, STP is a computationally very expensive factor and, consequently, it is important to verify
if the system could work as well as without it in a robotic controller implementation like the one presented here.
Neuromorphic systems as SpiNNaker [10] can have the maximum number of neurons simulated greatly reduced
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Figure 8. Average number of emitted spikes 50 trials for Sets A (dashed lines) and B (continuous lines) with and without STP, respectively.
when extra rules as the one closely related to STP (up-to-date, it has not been implemented in SpiNNaker), the
Spike-Timing Dependent Plasticity (STDP), are used.
The literature states STP can be important for the generation of motor commands [44] and together with dynamic
firing threshold could improve the performance of an LSM during a classification task of a synthetic data set [45].
From our results, the application of STP inside the reservoir had clear beneficial effects only for one out of
the three tested trajectories. Therefore, considering the computational costs involved when STP is used, it will be
necessary more studies to really confirm the advantages of STP in this type of robotic application and it will be
let as future works.
The implementation details and source code for this work can be found on github.com/ricardodeazambuja/IJCNN2017.
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Figure 9. Average number of emitted spikes 50 trials for Sets C (dashed lines) and D (continuous lines) with and without STP, respectively).
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Figure 11. DTW cost considering the trajectories individually. The statistical results for sets A and B: T=3.55, -2.16, 0.46 and 1.14 with p-
values=0.0006, 0.033, 0.649 and 0.255 (trajectories 1 to 4). And sets C and D: T=6.074, -5.389, 1.841 and 11.58 with p-values=2.98⇥ 10 08,
5.96⇥ 10 07, 0.069 and 1.654⇥ 10 19 (trajectories 1 to 4). The lower the DTW cost, the better are the results.
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